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DATA CENTERS BUILT FOR HYPERSCALE DEMAND
     
 Our AI-Ready design offers scale and efficiency while invoking unparalleled flexibility to handle specialized high-density workloads,
 all to support seamless growth.
LET’S GET STARTED

Our Building. Your Vision
     
 When speed is essential, STACK’s powered shell solutions are fit-out-ready and put you in control of connectivity and customizations.
Get Capacity Fast

The Space You Need, Today
     
 STACK’s commissioned capacity is RackReady™ to cost-effectively deliver capacity, security, uptime, and growth.
Scale Today




How do you want to scale?




HYPERSTACK™
POWERSTACK™
READYSTACK™





 




We’re everywhere your customers are
 Select Locations CHOOSE A LOCATION
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Americas
Atlanta
Calgary
Chicago
Dallas-Fort Worth
New Albany
Northern Virginia
Phoenix
Portland
Silicon Valley
Toronto

Asia Pacific
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Melbourne
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Perth
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Atlanta
Find your next data center capacity in this emerging, southeastern hub close to the Fortune 500 and all the key markets in the Mid-Atlantic and South.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Calgary





 

Canberra
As Australia’s capital city, Canberra is the center for Federal Government in the region and is conveniently located between the major east coast cities of Sydney and Melbourne.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Chicago
The Windy City is central to much of the Midwest, South, and Canada, and offers low-latency connectivity to Northern Virginia. Tax incentives, great energy partners, and access to a renewable grid mix make this a leading data center location.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Copenhagen
Forecast to grow at a CAGR of 9.60% during 2021-2026, Denmark's data center market is quickly becoming one of the best places in the world for hyperscalers and enterprises in search of advanced digitalization, excellent connectivity, and clean energy.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Dallas-Fort Worth
Our data center locations in Dallas and AllianceTexas offer practically limitless scale and close proximity to the Dallas Infomart interconnection hub, along with several major Fortune 500 companies who’ve made Texas their home.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Frankfurt
The largest financial center in Europe, Frankfurt hosts the European Central bank as well as several international corporate headquarters.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Geneva
Within easy reach of the European Union’s 450 million consumers and protected under robust Swiss data privacy laws, Geneva has one of the most liberalized telecommunications markets in Europe with more than 20 major telecom companies competing to offer efficient, reliable, and competitively priced services.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Melbourne
Forecast to become Australia’s fastest-growing city with a population of 5.9 million expected by 2030
VIEW LOCATION




 

Milan
As one of Europe’s largest metropolitan areas and the EU’s third-largest economy, Milan is home to several international banks and the Italian stock exchange.
VIEW LOCATION




 

New Albany
This central Ohio region is mere milliseconds to 50% of the U.S. population including Northern Virginia, Chicago, New York, and the South. Join all the major hyperscalers and find your place in this emerging market.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Northern Virginia
Grab your slice of the capital of the Internet universe with STACK in Northern Virginia. Whether it’s powered shell, build-to-suit, or rack-ready capacity, our sites in Manassas, Ashburn, and Leesburg make it easy for you to get into this constrained and extremely valuable market on your terms and timelines.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Osaka
Comprising 43 municipalities, Osaka metropolitan area is home to 19 million people, and Osaka City boasts approximately 2.75...
VIEW LOCATION




 

Oslo
Home to approximately 1.5 million of Norway’s 5.4 million inhabitants, Oslo is the country’s primary hub for data centers. Excellent connectivity, easy access to renewable energy, and support from the government make Oslo an ideal home for hyperscalers and large enterprises.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Perth
Perth, located on Australia’s west coast, is the fourth most populated city in the country.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Phoenix
STACK in Phoenix is your gateway to Southern California and major Western markets including Los Angeles, Las Vegas, and Texas. We’ll build your perfect data center to your specifications with practically limitless scale, with plenty of available utility power and solar options in the Valley of the Sun.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Portland
STACK in Portland offers proximity to the Bay Area with access to seven trans-pacific subsea cable landings and direct low-latency connectivity to Asia and the Pittock Internet Exchange in Portland.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Seoul
Korea’s economy ranks among the top 10 countries by nominal GDP in the world, and its capital city,...
VIEW LOCATION




 

Silicon Valley
The center of the technology world is also one of the most constrained markets in the country, and STACK has the optionality you need for scale where it counts.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Stockholm
Sweden, the largest of the five Nordic countries, is driven by digital infratsructure, with more than 70% of its revenue generated from data centers. Sweden is a hot spot for hyperscalers and enterprises looking for rapid, scalable growth.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Tokyo
Japan – one of the largest, most competitive markets in Asia Pacific
VIEW LOCATION




 

Toronto
A region with enormous potential, Toronto is the fourth largest city in North America, and generally considered the financial and industry epicenter of Canada.
VIEW LOCATION




 

Zurich
The largest city in Switzerland with a population of over 1.4 million people in its agglomeration, Zurich has an annual gross domestic product that comprises more than 20% of the country’s GDP. Its strong economic stability and privacy laws make Zurich perfect for hyperscalers and large enterprises in search of land and power in a constrained data center market.
VIEW LOCATION






AI-READY CAMPUS & BUILD-TO-SUIT


 

AI-Ready data centers are designed to support high-density workloads where you need them.
Take advantage of our team of expert developers, extensive land portfolio, and robust power capacity to propel future growth.
Unlock the Future of Innovation





Powered Shell


 

Shorten your ready-for-service timelines with powered shell solutions ready for fit-out
Establish scalable data center capacity in critical locations, designed to your requirements.
Get Capacity Fast





Commissioned Capacity


 

The capacity you need for today’s growth requirements
Match your digital infrastructure to your growth trajectory and reliability demands with STACK commissioned capacity.
Scale Today








 2.5+GW2.5+ Gigawatts of Capacity Currently Built or Under Development



 $1,000,000,000+Over a Billion Dollars in Active Development



 600millionEyeballs Within Ten Milliseconds of our Data Centers



 #1Data Center Team in the Industry



 24/7/365Our Commitment to our Clients

















Our Commitment To Sustainability


 
 Efficiency
Every STACK-designed building is architected to meet basic design criteria for annualized PUE of 1.3 or lower and ASHRAE TC9.9 thermal guidelines. Integrated fan coil walls and either high-efficiency air-cooled chillers or adiabatic dry coolers to increase overall efficiency of our data centers while reducing or eliminating water usage.

 
 Sustainable Grid Mix
The power grid looks different in each of the major data center markets. We determine the optimal mix of renewable energy sources based on regional wind, solar, and hydropower availability. Our due diligence includes data-driven guidance on the alternative energy sources that best fit your location and mission.

 
 Renewables
As part of our commitment to reduce emissions, STACK utilizes 100% renewable energy across our data center portfolio.

 Read what we're doing for the planet




 


Our Communities

 

Clouds

 

Software

 

Financial Services

 

Media

 

Gaming

 

Social Networks

 

Telecom

 

Artificial Intelligence

 

Analytics






THE LATEST IN DATA CENTER DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN & OPERATIONS


  DOWNLOAD BROCHURE POR03 / Hillsboro / Portland, Oregon 
 POR03 / Hillsboro / Portland, Oregon
POR03 is STACK’s newest addition to Hillsboro. The location offers an eventual 200MW of capacity and sits within the Standard Enterprise Economic Zone for property tax abatement, less than a mile from accessible power.


  DOWNLOAD BROCHURE POR03 / Hillsboro / Portland, Oregon
 





  DOWNLOAD BROCHURE TOR01 / Toronto, Canada 
 TOR01 / Toronto, Canada
Get into Canada’s most constrained market, fast. This centrally located 7.5 hectare (19-acre) campus includes everything from build-to-suit options, available powered shell, and 8MW of READYSTACK commissioned critical capacity, only 10km (six miles) from 151...


  DOWNLOAD BROCHURE  TOR01 / Toronto, Canada
 





Heating Up: Warmer Data Centers Ideal for Efficient Magnetic-Bearing Air-Cooled Chillers
Have you ever heard of Glasstron by Sony? Unless you are a real tech head, you probably have not. Released in 1996, the Glasstron was a portable head-mounted display with dual LCD screens and earphones....

 LEARN MOREHeating Up: Warmer Data Centers Ideal for Efficient Magnetic-Bearing Air-Cooled Chillers
 Heating Up: Warmer Data Centers Ideal for Efficient Magnetic-Bearing Air-Cooled Chillers

Data Center Associations: A Clear, Consistent Voice
Industry associations play an important role in many sectors, but perhaps none more so than in the data center market. At a time when our work, capabilities, and requirements are increasingly recognized as fundamental to...

 LEARN MOREData Center Associations: A Clear, Consistent Voice
 Data Center Associations: A Clear, Consistent Voice

FRP Replaces Secondary Steel & Lowers Embodied Carbon of Data Centers 
Each year the world produces enough steel to build an Eiffel Tower every three minutes—that’s 180,000 Eiffel Towers per revolution of the sun—and while the Eiffel Tower is made of iron, not steel, it makes...

 LEARN MOREFRP Replaces Secondary Steel & Lowers Embodied Carbon of Data Centers 
 FRP Replaces Secondary Steel & Lowers Embodied Carbon of Data Centers 

Shaping the Data Center Industry with Green Concrete
How green concrete can help the data center industry reduce environmental impact The Pyramids of Giza. The Great Wall of China. Trajan’s Market. What do these ancient structures have in common? They all used a...

 LEARN MOREShaping the Data Center Industry with Green Concrete
 Shaping the Data Center Industry with Green Concrete






READY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW STACK CAN HELP YOU SCALE?
  TALK TO US 
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